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The Covid-19 pandemic and Open Science

Rapid impact of the pandemic on the adoption of openness in science: 
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Scholarly publishers provide temporary free access to 

their research articles (Bronze Open Access).

Researchers make increasing use of preprints to swiftly 

publish new findings (Green Open Access).

(OA definitions based on Piwowar et al. [2018])

Source: Fraser et al. (2021)
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Bronze Open Access – issues and criticism

Although dubbed Bronze Open Access, respective articles are not actually OA compliant (Chan et al., 2002):

• Without identifiable license, Bronze OA articles might be free to read, but do not allow extended reuse 

rights beyond reading (Piwowar et al., 2018)

• Permanence of their free accessibility is not guaranteed and can be revoked by publishers (Sanford, 2022)

• Timeframes and criteria for which publishers grant or revoke Bronze OA are intransparent

• In light of OA citation advantages (Fraser et al., 2020), Bronze OA can be considered an interference with the 

scientific reputation system outside the control of the authors themselves
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Research questions

1) Do the changes in Open Access adoption observed during the pandemic apply to biomedical research 

unrelated to Covid-19 as well? 

2) How stable is the temporary Bronze Open Access granted by publishers during the pandemic? 

3) Which publishers’ contents are particularly frequently affected by the loss of Bronze Open Access? 



• Dimensions for the identification of Covid-19- or cancer research-related 

publications, to create our analysis datasets 

• Web of Science for additional publication metadata and especially 

publications’ Open Access status
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Data sources

Two datasets of articles & reviews from publication years 2020-2021, as 

well as their Open Access statuses in 2022 and 2023

191,117

Covid-19 research publications

48,614

Cancer research publications
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Do changes in OA adoption observed during the pandemic apply to biomedical research unrelated to 

Covid-19 as well? 
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What are the most common developments regarding OA status in both groups? 

Green lines indicate a change resulting in more OA, red lines indicate changes resulting in less OA concerning the respective articles. 
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What are the most common developments regarding OA status in both groups? 

Green lines indicate a change resulting in more OA, red lines indicate changes resulting in less OA concerning the respective articles. 

In general, higher shares of Covid-19 research are affected

by changes to OA status than shares of cancer research

(20.58% vs. 10.77%).
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What are the most common developments regarding OA status in both groups? 

Green lines indicate a change resulting in more OA, red lines indicate changes resulting in less OA concerning the respective articles. 

In general, higher shares of Covid-19 research are affected

by changes to OA status than shares of cancer research

(20.58% vs. 10.77%).

Among Covid-19 research, loss of Bronze OA is more

frequent than among cancer research (7.53% vs. 1.06%).
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What are the most common developments regarding OA status in both groups? 

Green lines indicate a change resulting in more OA, red lines indicate changes resulting in less OA concerning the respective articles. 
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Which publishers’ contents are particularly frequently affected by the loss of Bronze OA?

Covid-19 Research that lost Bronze OA (n = 14,393)All Covid-19 Research (n = 191,117)
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Conclusions and outlook

• Overall shares of OA (in particular Green and Bronze) are substantially larger for Covid-19 than 

for cancer research (although Green OA increases at similar rates among both groups) 

• Covid-19 research is less stable regarding changes to OA status than cancer research (20.58% vs. 

10.77% of affected publications)

• Covid-19 research is more strongly affected by the issue of Bronze OA-publications disappearing 

behind paywalls than cancer research (7.53% vs. 1.06% of affected publications)

• The return behind paywalls happening in the post-pandemic period does not affect all publishers’ 

publications equally

• Especially Wiley, Taylor & Francis, and Oxford University Press overrepresented among 

publications that lost Bronze OA
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Recent Events

 ~50,000 articles removed from the PMC OA subset, ~1,500 of those removed from PMC entirely 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/about/new-in-pmc/#2023-08-30
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Dataset creation

1 https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/product/digitalscience-public/covid-19-dataset-dimensions

1) Dataset of Covid-19-related research publications

Query Dimensions across 
concepts for MeSH terms 

from PubMed’s search 
strategy for cancer-related 

research 

142,008 documents 
with unique DOIs

Filter for pub year in 
[2020, 2021].

Query two snapshots of Web of Science, WoS-April-22 and WoS-
April-23, for document type in [article, review] and pub year in 
[2020, 2021], keep documents that are present in both snapshots.

2) Dataset of cancer-related research publications

48,614 unique cancer-related 
articles alongside their metadata 
at the times of 04-22 and 04-23

Covid-19 Document Dataset 
of Global Research on 

Dimensions’ Google 
BigQuery1

911,392 documents 
with unique DOIs

Filter for pub year in 
[2020, 2021].

Query two snapshots of Web of Science, WoS-April-22 and WoS-
April-23, for document type in [article, review] and pub year in 
[2020, 2021], keep documents that are present in both snapshots.

191,117 unique Covid-19-related 
articles alongside their metadata 
at the times of 04-22 and 04-23
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What are common developments regarding OA status of publications that were Bronze OA in 2022? 

Green bars indicate a change resulting in more OA, red bars indicate changes resulting in less OA concerning the respective articles. 

Plots only include the types of changes that individually account for at least 1% of all status changes within the respective publication group. 

Percentages reflect shares of respective changes among all OA status changes of publications that had been classified as Bronze in 2022.  
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Which publishers’ contents are particularly frequently affected by the loss of Bronze OA?

Covid-19 Research (n = 14,393) Cancer Research (n = 515)

All publications:

Lost Bronze OA:

Covid-19 Research (n = 191,117) Cancer Research (n = 48,614)


